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ABSTRACT

Vortices in the atmospheric surface layer are characterized using observations at unprecedented resolution

from a fixed array of 31 turbulence sensors. During the day, these vortices likely are dust devils, though no

visual observations are available for confirmation. At night, hairpin vortices appear to have been observed.

The structure and dynamics of several types of vortices are described and related to other vortex in-

vestigations, including tornadoes and hurricanes.

1. Background

The existence of dust devils was noted more than 100

years ago (e.g., Danes 1901) and the term ‘‘whirlwind’’

appears over 20 times in the Bible (e.g., Ezekiel 1:4,

King James Version). Current interest in dust-devil be-

havior is driven by the need to understand both their

role in Earth’s global aerosol budget (Koch and Renno

2005) and their influence on the geology and atmosphere

of Mars (e.g., Balme et al. 2003). In the 1960s, Peter

Sinclair developed instrumented mobile platforms to

chase dust devils; from these measurements he obtained

the general behavior of wind, temperature, and pressure

within dust devils (Sinclair 1964, 1969). Fitzjarrald

(1973) sampled dust devils in a similarmanner, including

measurements of the vertical velocity and vorticity.

Forty years later, others were still carrying out these

types of measurements, albeit with better sensors. For

example, Tratt et al. (2003) drove a truck instrumented

with ultrasonic anemometers, thermocouples, and a

differential barometer through several dust devils in

Arizona to simulate how similar observations could be

made on Mars. Nevertheless, each event is sampled

along only one horizontal track using this approach.

Only one study has observed the two-dimensional struc-

ture of dust devils. Bluestein et al. (2004) showed several

cases of horizontal cross sections of dust devils observed

by a high-resolution radar and noted characteristics similar

to those of tornadoes. They found cases of both one-cell

vortices with a vorticity maxima in the center and two-cell

vortices with an annular region kinematically inferred

to contain updrafts near the region of maximum wind

(RMW), as describedbySmith andLeslie (1976).Also seen

were devil pairs rotating around each other, subvortices at

asymmetric locations [as also seen in tornadoes (Wurman

2002; Lee and Wurman 2005, hereafter LW)], and Rossby

waves propagating azimuthally around the vortex center.

Other dust-devil measurements have concentrated on

statistical inventories, such asKurgansky et al. (2011), who

relied primarily on visual observations of dust devils and

related their occurrence to the ambient conditions. They

confirmed a ‘‘rule of thumb’’ that near-surface wind speed

must be below 8ms21 for dust devils to occur and that the

Obukhov length be in the range 0 , 2L , ;20–30m.

All of these studies treat dust devils as a unique vortex

classification. The AMS Glossary of Meteorology

(Glickman 2000) defines one as ‘‘a small but vigorous

whirlwind, usually of short duration, rendered visible by

dust, sand, and debris picked up from the ground’’ and

further describes it as having a typical diameter of

3–30m, either cyclonic or anticyclonic rotation, mostly

upward vertical velocity, possibly having secondary

vortices, and ‘‘best developed’’ with a steep lapse rate in

temperature close to the surface (over land).
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This paper will show vortices that have only some of

the above characteristics of dust devils. Indeed, we were

forced to think beyond dust devils simply because our

dataset contains no visual observations to confirm or

deny that dust was present. Only once was a field log

entry made that a dust devil was in the area. Further-

more, experienced observers were on site during at least

one of the events shown below and did not comment on

it in the field log.

2. Experiment

The measurements made during this study were part

of the Advection Horizontal Array Turbulence Study

(AHATS), which is the latest in a series of experiments

to understand the interaction of turbulence statistics

between spatial scales resolvable and those not resolved

[e.g., by large-eddy simulations (LES)], based on the

method of Tong et al. (1998). Other earlier experiments

were the Horizontal Array Turbulence Study (HATS;

Horst et al. 2004), the Ocean Horizontal Array Turbu-

lence Study (OHATS; Kelly et al. 2009) over the ocean,

and the Canopy Horizontal Array Turbulence Study

(CHATS; Patton et al. 2011) in a walnut orchard.

Nguyen et al. (2013) describe details of AHATS, so

only a brief summary is included here. The field site was

near Kettleman City, California, in a mowed, fallow,

field chosen because it provided a flat and homogeneous

fetch for at least 3 km and had a consistent wind di-

rection. The vegetation was dry because of arid condi-

tions. The soil is described by Arroues and Anderson

(1986) as ‘‘Tulare clay’’ in the montmorillonitic group

for which particle diameters on the order of 1mmwould

be expected.

Thirty-one sonic anemometers were arranged in three

parallel horizontal lines (rakes) and another six ane-

mometers formed a vertical profile adjacent to these

lines. The horizontal rakes consisted of a bottom rake

containing 13 anemometers and 9 (later reduced to 8)

pressure sensors, a top rake containing 9 anemometers

and 5 pressure sensors, and a nominally upwind rake

FIG. 1. Schematic layout of towers during the four AHATS

configurations: (a) wide (4-m spacing), (b) medium (1.3-m spacing),

(c) medium staggered, and (d) narrow staggered (0.4-m spacing).

The bottom rake sensors were at heights of 3.24, 3.64, 4.83, and

6.98m, respectively, and the top rake 1m above the bottom rake.

The profiler tower ‘‘P’’ was never moved. Locations with both top

and bottom rake sensors are shown by plus signs.

FIG. 2. Time series of pressure from the sensor at the center of the AHATS array for 24 h

starting at 1200 PDT 2Aug 2008. Note the negative spike at about 1300 PDT with a magnitude

of approximately 1.5mb (1mb5 1 hPa) caused by a vortex event. Smallermagnitude spikes are

seen at other times.
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with 9 anemometers. These were all oriented in the

crosswind direction with respect to the predominate

flow. Four combinations of heights and spacings of the

anemometers along the horizontal lines were used dur-

ing the study, which started 25 June and ended 16 Au-

gust 2008 (Fig. 1). In the last two array configurations,

the upwind rake was also displaced in the nominal

crosswind direction to avoid contamination of the flow

measured by the sensors farther downwind. Photo-

graphs of these arrays are published as online supple-

mental material in Nguyen et al. (2013).

As mentioned by Nguyen et al. (2013), the pressure

measurements were made with differential pressure

transducers all using the same reference pressure. For

this study, we have not added this reference pressure to

generate a true static pressure. Generally, the reference

pressure signal contained low frequencies that are not

relevant to the short-term events described here. It also

was determined much later that the pressure transducer

inlet filtered turbulence at frequencies above 1Hz. This

filtering does not significantly affect the results below.

3. Event identification

During AHATS, events that appeared to be (mostly

negative) spikes were observed in the pressure signals

(Fig. 2). Since these events were spatially and tempo-

rally coherent across the sensor array, they were not

instrument artifacts. An hour-by-hour visual inspection

of all the daytime data (over the 6 weeks of measure-

ments) using just the central pressure sensor identified

136 pressure dips shorter than 1 min with an amplitude

FIG. 3. A pseudohorizontal cross section of a whirlwind passing through the AHATS array at 1350 PDT 2 Aug

2008. (a) The pressure field (sampled only at the central 9 of 13 positions on the bottom rake), (b) the horizontal

wind as vectors pointing in thewind direction from the sample location (green dots) with a length drawn to the same

scale as themeanwind arrow, (c) the temperature field, and (d) the vertical velocity field. Themeasurements shown

here, and in all but one of the following similar figures, are at z5 4.83m. In (b)–(d), the position of the bottom rake

is shown by the thick black line at x5 0m and of the upwind rake is shown at x’ 5m. Time series from the sensors

at these locations (subsampled to 10 samples per second) have been advected with the mean wind [shown as the

arrow in the upper right in (b)].
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of more than ;1.5 of the local standard deviation.

Plotting the horizontal velocity in the manner of Fig. 3b

showed that 70 (51%) of these dips were associated with

horizontal rotation around an entire circle. Some of the

other dips were associated with shear or convergence

lines, but most defied classification.

We note that this number of cases—on average

2 day21—were sampled by a fixed array 10–50m across.

Indeed, this entire investigation was serendipitous, with

the goal of AHATS being to study turbulence in a sta-

tistical manner and the site chosen simply to be repre-

sentative of horizontally homogeneous flow. Thus, we

conclude that vortices of this type are quite common for

the conditions experienced. (A simple calculation using

the advective wind speed, dimensions of the array,

and the number and size of the events finds that they

occupied 0.02% of the area in the afternoon, which is

quite large.) However, as mentioned above, we have no

information as to whether or not these vortices sus-

pended particulate material. (We assume that dust is

suspended only when the vertical velocity exceeds a

threshold that depends on the surface and particulate

characteristics.) Therefore, these whirlwinds might not

have been visible for humans to notice.

To investigate the question posed by, for example,

Kanak (2005) as to whether shear or heat flux drives

these motions, we repeated this hour-by-hour event

identification procedure for our nighttime data. Some-

what surprisingly, we found an additional 197 pressure

events. The pressure dips for the vast majority of these

nighttime cases were much smaller in magnitude than

for the daytime cases but were detectable because of the

FIG. 4. A composite of horizontal slices of normalized (a) tangential velocityVt , (b) vertical velocity variancew
02,

(c) momentum flux u2

*, and (d) heat flux w0T 0, for each of the 16 whirlwinds that were totally within the AHATS

array. Each variable for each case was normalized before averaging by location to make the composite, so maxi-

mum values are less than 1.0. The arrow indicates the whirlwind propagation direction and a circle is shown with

a normalized radius of 1. A subjective fit of a circle to each case was used to determine the center and radius, which,

along with the mean wind direction and direction of rotation, were used to translate the position of each

measurement to this figure.
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generally lower turbulence levels (and thus pressure

variance) at night. Few of the nighttime cases had the

clear horizontal rotation seen during the day; however,

25% (discussed below) had identifiable rotation in some

orientation.

4. Whirlwind characteristics

We find it useful to display the AHATS whirlwinds as

pseudo–cross sections, using Taylor’s hypothesis

(Taylor 1938) in a manner similar to Fujita (1955) to

transform our time series to distance in the direction of

the mean wind. The mean wind was calculated from all

of the anemometers in the bottom rake over a 2-min

period, centered around the whirlwind. This mean wind

also was subtracted from the horizontal velocity com-

ponents. The period of 2 min was chosen to be short

enough to represent the local conditions, but signifi-

cantly longer than the period of the whirlwind events

(typically less than 15 s) to avoid being dominated by the

event itself. Clearly, the assumption of a ‘‘frozen field’’ is

violated to an unknown extent for these events, so we

expect that the resultant 2D ‘‘image’’ will be somewhat

distorted from a true slice through the whirlwind. To

expand the viewable domain, data from the upwind rake

also are shown for the laterally offset array configura-

tions. We can observe the breakdown of the frozen field

assumption during these cases as a visual artifact caused

by the small time difference of when the whirlwind was

encountered by each rake. Nevertheless, this visualiza-

tion appears to be a useful tool.

Figure 3 shows a good example of a whirlwind and is

the smaller pressure spike [at 1350 Pacific daylight time

(PDT)] in Fig. 2. This example contains several features

that can be related to previous studies. First, the tem-

perature field prior to the arrival (the left side of Fig. 3c)

of the whirlwind ranges from 328 to 368C. After the

whirlwind passes, the temperature is much more uni-

form at about 328C. This structure, in which air heated

by the surface aggregates into a coherent structure and is

replaced by more uniform, cooler air after the event

passes, is similar to that of a convective plume (Kaimal

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for a whirlwind at 1540 PDT 2 Aug 2008. Note the multiple small vortices (indicated by red

circles) embedded in the region of maximum tangential velocity.
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and Businger 1970, hereafter KB; Wilczak and Tillman

1980; Garai et al. 2013). Vertical velocities from 22

to 16m s21 are seen, similar to those observed by KB

and Garai et al. (2013). However, the vertical velocities

calculated by Gu et al. (2006) were much larger and

those calculated by Raasch and Franke (2011, hereafter

RF) are almost always positive (likely because of their

lower spatial resolution).

The second characteristic is the apparent lack of azi-

muthal symmetry, especially in the vertical velocity.

This asymmetry is seen in most, if not all, of the whirl-

winds encountered during AHATS. A vertical tilt at an

angle u in an otherwise symmetric vortex would trans-

form some of the horizontal velocity u in the direction of

the tilt (i:e:, ut) into a vertical velocity w5 ut sin(u).

Thus, an asymmetric pattern of updrafts on one side of

the whirlwind and downdrafts on the other would be

seen. This effect may be present in our data; however,

the magnitude calculated for the tilt angles presented

below is too small to explain magnitude of the observed

asymmetry in w. For example, the case shown in Fig. 3

has u 5 3.38 and the maximum value of tangential ve-

locity Vt 5 8.9m s21, which would produce an asym-

metry in w of 60.5m s21. However, the maximum

updrafts on either side of this vortex core are 6.2 and

1.5m s21—a difference that is more than 4 times the

magnitude of the tilt effect. Model results presented by

Gu et al. (2006) are generally symmetric, though they

were produced without a mean wind. Models of vortices

within a mean flow, such as Kepert and Wang (2001),

show asymmetry in w (their Fig. 10) consistent with our

observations.

Asymmetry in rotating geophysical flows has been

observed in hurricanes. Shea and Gray (1973, hereafter

SG) showed that the tangential (horizontal) wind speed

had a maximum ‘‘to the right of track.’’ Our dataset

contains 16 cases in which the entire whirlwind was

within our array that can be used to check for symmetry.

With one exception, all of the cyclonic cases have a

maximum in Vt to the right of track, as found by SG and

others, and the anticyclonic cases to the left of track.

(The exception is an anticyclonic case with local maxima

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for a whirlwind at 1042 PDT 3 Aug 2008. Note the concentric rings of alternating positive

and negative vertical velocity.
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on both sides.) We composited all of these cases after

normalizing the data and positions and taking themirror

image (y52y) when the rotation was anticyclonic. This

composite (Fig. 4a) agrees remarkably well with SG’s

Fig. 20. Here, all cases were rescaled to radius-

normalized horizontal coordinates using the center po-

sition and radius from a manual fit to the velocity and

temperature data (described below) and the mean wind

direction.

With our data, we also can compare our observations

to those of KB, who show linear transects through the

center of a dust devil of the three wind components,

temperature, momentum flux, and sensible heat flux.

Figures 4c and 4d show the spatial distribution of the

vertical fluxes of momentum and sensible heat also

composited over 16 cases. For these calculations, we

have used the measured vertical velocity for w0 and

fluctuations of wind speed and temperature are with

respect to the mean over the 2-min period centered

around the whirlwind. The momentum flux calculation

is for the residual scalar wind speed, to represent the

total stress. Both fluxes agree quite well with KB’s

transect at a height of 22.6m. Positive momentum fluxes

are seen near both the leading and trailing edges, where

the strongest winds occur in updrafts, and small negative

fluxes in the center. Heat fluxes along the centerline of

the whirlwind (as with KB’s case) have a similar pattern

with strong positive fluxes at the leading and trailing

edges and a negative heat flux in the center. However,

our data show that the strong flux region extends

throughout the left of track part of the whirlwind. One

interpretation of this behavior is that mechanical mixing

in the high-velocity part of the whirlwind prevents

strong heat fluxes from developing.

We now can revisit the question of whether these

events are dust devils. Bagnold (1954) found that the

saltation process of suspending particles followed

Reynolds number scaling, using the friction velocity u*
as the scaling velocity. Following Iversen et al. (1976), we

find that u* must be greater than 1.7m s21 for saltation

of the 1-mm cohesive particles at this site to occur and

clumping of particles would reduce this u* threshold.

Although u* 5 1.7m s21 is a large value, 7 of the above

16 cases exceed this threshold over more than half of the

whirlwind area and 12 of the cases over at least a quarter

of the area. One of the 16 cases exceeded this threshold

over less than 3% of the area. Thus, it is likely that most

of our whirlwinds were indeed dust devils.

Our second whirlwind example (Fig. 5) occurred less

than 2h after the case shown in Fig. 3. This whirlwind

has multiple vortices embedded in the main rotation, as

seen in the horizontal velocity and especially the tem-

perature field. In this case, even the pressure field is

distorted from the relatively symmetric dip seen in the

event at 1350 PDT. This whirlwind is qualitatively sim-

ilar to the 1999 Mullhall, Kansas, tornado documented

by LWwith multiple subtornadic-scale vortices. Each of

the embedded vortices appear to rotate in the same

FIG. 7. The time series of (a) horizontal velocity components (u, y) and (b) vertical velocityw

for the whirlwind shown in Fig. 6 as sampled by the anemometer closest to the center. A

progression of updraft and downdraft regions is seen both before and after the center passes at

1042:44 PDT, mostly corresponding to the concentric (horizontal) rings.
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direction as the primary vortex (anticyclonic, here) and

have updrafts in some portion, as speculated byLW.LW’s

embedded vortices were transient phenomena that oc-

curred during the weakening phase of the tornado. Un-

fortunately, we cannot characterize the life stage of

our whirlwind to confirm this timing. LW noted that

embedded vortices can create local regions with sig-

nificantly higher winds (and thus damage potential)

than would be expected from the magnitude of the

average tangential velocity. Although damage from

whirlwinds rarely is an issue, any model of whirlwinds

should include the potential for this characteristic.

We also see vortices that contain, when viewed as a

horizontal cross section (Fig. 6), concentric rings of

alternating positive and negative vertical velocity.

Figure 7 shows the time series of the three velocity

components (u, y, w) through the center of such a case

on 1043 PDT 3 August 2008. This velocity pattern is

identical to that of multicell structures of tornadoes

described by Davies-Jones (1986). With (outward from

the center) a downdraft–updraft–downdraft–updraft

pattern, this case could be characterized as a four-cell

vortex, with even an extra downdraft region in the

leading edge. To our knowledge, this number of con-

centric cells has not been documented for tornadoes.

Kanak (2005) andRF havemodel results showing that

vortices can develop at the intersections of convergence

lines that are generated in cellular convection. These

results are consistent with the description by Willis and

Deardorff (1979) of plumes with ‘‘considerable vertical

vorticity’’ generated in a laboratory flow by convergent

horizontal flows at low levels, though they could not

describe how this vorticity forms. RF describe a process

in which velocity shear ‘‘generates horizontal vorticity,

which is converted to vertical vorticity when the flow

enters the updraft region of the vortex’’ and mention

both hairpin vortices (see below) and formation of a

particular convergence pattern as mechanisms for ini-

tial vorticity generation. We see a whirlwind at 1315

PDT 1August 2008 (Fig. 8) that could be a convergence

case. One convergence line extending for at least

10 whirlwind diameters upwind is seen as a line of

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 3, but for a whirlwind at 1318 PDT 1 Aug 2008. Note long ‘‘tail’’ in the 2y direction of warm

temperature and, to a lesser extent, positive vertical velocity.
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positive vertical velocity and associated high temperatures

(during daytime unstable conditions). Several other cases

also had whirlwinds at the end of long convergence lines,

though an intersection was not apparent. We also see 14

cases in which a whirlwind appears at the end of an off-

shoot of a kink in a convergence line. In other words, the

horizontal cross section of the convergence line for these

cases takes on the shape of the symbol l, with awhirlwind

at the top. Also all of the cases with close whirlwind pairs,

including the nighttime case described below, appear to

be on either side of a cross flow—a structure similar to

vortices that ‘‘rolled up’’ at the edge of a thunderstorm

outflow documented byMueller and Carbone (1987).We

cannot comment on the source of this cross flow.

With the large quantity of cases, we also can gather

some statistics. For each of the 64 obvious whirlwinds,

we fitted a circle by eye using the generally coincident

criteria of maximum tangential velocity, continuity of

curvature of the horizontal velocity field, maximum

vertical velocity, and edge of the region of maximum

temperature. As with all earlier studies (e.g., Carroll and

Ryan 1970), there is no preferred direction of rotation,

with 36 cases cyclonic and 28 cases anticyclonic. Figure 9

shows the distribution of daytime whirlwind sizes, sta-

bility parameter, and tilt angles encountered. The fre-

quency of quite small sizes, with a peak diameter of 8m,

may have been a function of the array size and subjective

detection method. The wind speed range (not shown)

FIG. 9. Summary statistics for the daytime whirlwinds encountered during this study. (a) The distribution of sizes

estimatedmanually using the horizontal and vertical wind, temperature, and pressure fields. (b) The distribution of tilt

angles (fromvertical) of thewhirlwinds, estimated from the shift in the temperature field positionmeasured by the top

and bottom rakes. (c) The distribution of the stability parameter z/L. (d) The distribution of the vertical component of

relative vorticity. (e) The average (circle) andmaximum (plus signs) velocity vs the velocity derived from the pressure

drop for all of the obvious AHATS whirlwinds. The velocities would be equal if the whirlwinds were in cyclostrophic

balance. (f) As in (e), but for the average and maximum tangential component of the velocity.
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for all these cases is 1.0–4.5m s21, which fits within the

range encountered by Kurgansky et al. (2011). Our data

cannot confirm the upper limit of 8m s21 that they found

for whirlwinds to occur, since wind speeds during

AHATS always were lower than this value. The stability

range had only a few cases with j2z/Lj. 1 (where z is

the measurement height and L is the Obukhov length).

These are conditions that commonly occur in many

midlatitude land regions, suggesting that whirlwinds

should exist beyond the hot and arid conditions where

dust devils have been documented. The tilt angles, cal-

culated by determining the spatial shift that maximizes

the correlation of the temperature field measured by the

top rake with that from the bottom rake, are mostly near

vertical, though a few are significantly tilted across this

1-m vertical separation.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 4, but for (a) vorticity and (b)–(e) the

terms of the vorticity budget equation.
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We also have computed the vertical component of

vorticity z for these cases (Fig. 9d). Values were

computed both from the direct calculation of

›y/›x2 ›u/›y averaged within the fitted circle and

from the circulation u � l around the circle divided by

the area, where u is the velocity vector and l is the unit

vector around the circumference of the circle. Values

using these two methods were similar, so the average

of both methods was used. These values are similar in

magnitude to the values between 0.5 and 1.0 s21 found

by Bluestein et al. (2004) for dust whirlwinds and for

values typical of tornadoes (e.g., maximum of 0.35 s21

found by LW).

Following RF and removing the small Coriolis and

baroclinicity terms, the budget equation for z becomes

›z

›t
52z

adv
2 z

vad
2 z

div
2 z

twi
, (1)

in which the change of z with time t is the sum of terms

representing horizontal advection zadv, vertical advec-

tion zvad, divergence zdiv, and twisting ztwi, where

z
adv

5 u
›z

›x
1 y

›z

›y
,

z
vad

5w
›z

›z
,

z
div

5 z

�
›u

›x
1

›y

›y

�
, and

z
twi

5
›w

›x

›y

›z
1

›w

›y

›u

›z
.

We can compute all of these terms, with the exception

of the time derivative, over some portion of the array. A

composite over 16 vortices of all these terms, in the same

manner as for Fig. 4 above, is shown in Fig. 10. Gradients

in the x direction were computed from samples 0.6 s

apart to more closely match the spatial separation in the

y direction. There is a tendency for z to be larger in

quadrants II and IV, which is consistent with zadv being

positive in quadrants I and III. The values of vorticity

near the vortex core of approximately 24 s21 are in

excellent agreement with RF and, similar to RF, the

largest terms are zadv and zdiv with the largest values for

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 3, but for a whirlwind at 2211 PDT 4 Aug 2008. Noteworthy about this case is that it occurs well

after sunset in stable conditions and thus has a cold core.
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zdiv located near the vortex center. Unlike RF, our

values for these terms are at least two orders of magni-

tude larger than those given for their vortexA. RF point

out that their values are ‘‘at the lower limit’’ of those

from observations, primarily because of (still) in-

sufficient LES grid resolution, which could cause the

gradients to be underestimated. Indeed, we often ob-

serve wind speed differences of several meters per sec-

ond between adjacent instruments—even with an array

spacing of only 0.4m.

We calculate the cyclostrophic balance of these

whirlwinds using the total (Fig. 9e) and tangential ve-

locity (Fig. 9f). In both plots, the calculation is shown

using both the average and maximum velocity ymax

around the fitted circle. In a friction-free fluid, cyclo-

strophic balance is expected, which clearly is not the

case for the average tangential velocity. The maximum

total velocities ymax often appear to be somewhat su-

percyclostrophic. This behavior has been noted by many

authors for larger vortices and Kepert andWang (2001),

for example, havemodeled supergradient winds in terms

of the dynamics of the flow. A contributing factor also

could be the presence of the small embedded vortices

described above, for which the portion moving in the

mean rotation direction would have a velocity higher

than the average. If true, the number of these cases sug-

gests that embedded vortices are quite common; how-

ever, they were observed in only 9 of the 70 daytime

cases. The tendency for supercyclostrophic behavior is

less obvious using the tangential velocity; thus, a radial

flow component (divergence, convergence, or embedded

vortices) apparently contributes to this behavior. It also is

possible that low-pass filtering, with a cutoff frequency

estimated at about 1Hz, by the pressure transducer in-

ternal tubing, systematically underestimated the ampli-

tude of the pressure change DP, calculated as the median

minus the minimum pressure for61 min from each case.

5. Night cases

As mentioned above, about 200 pressure dips were

found in the nighttime data. Although sometimes

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 3, but for a pair of night whirlwinds at 0429 PDT 5Aug 2008. Note the vertical velocity asymmetry

for both cases.
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associated with flow that changes direction, the majority

did not have 3608 of rotation (around any axis). However,

two classes of events were identified that we can describe.

There are 11 events that clearly representwhirlwinds—7

individual and 2 cases of whirlwind pairs. One ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 11. This case occurred at 2211

PDT—more than 2h after local sunset. Note that the

updraft in the core region of this whirlwind is cold, as

expected in stable conditions at night (where tempera-

ture near the ground is colder than the overlying air).

With this thermal structure, buoyancy-driven conver-

gence cells as modeled by RF would not be present.

Also, although some cases have been reported with dust

devils persisting for hours, these dissipated when con-

ditions were no longer ‘‘suitable’’ (Ives 1947). Thus, it is

quite unlikely that a whirlwind generated in convective

conditions would persist for (at least) 2 h into stable

conditions. We conclude that another source of con-

vergence must have been the dominant mechanism for

the formation of this and (at least) the other night

whirlwinds.

Also evident in Fig. 11 is asymmetry in the vertical

velocity field, similar to that seen in Fig. 3. Asymmetry is

seen in other night whirlwinds as well—for example, the

double whirlwind case shown in Fig. 12. We conclude

that asymmetry is a characteristic of whirlwinds, in-

dependent of their stability environment.

Our second class of night cases is mostly horizontally

oriented vortices. Figure 13 shows a roll tilted in the

along-wind direction that passed through the bottom

rake. There were several such cases, but what is most

interesting is that they sometimes were observed in

pairs. Figure 14 shows such an example with two paral-

lel, tilted, counterrotating, and along-wind-oriented

vortices. A three-dimensional visualization (Fig. 15) of

the data from both the top and bottom rakes confirms a

tubelike structure for each vortex. The diameter of each

vortex is about 2.5m and length observed is about 10m,

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 3, but for a roll at 0231 PDT 7 Aug 2008. An updraft region is parallel to a downdraft region

suggesting mostly horizontal rotation. The stretched-out (in the along-wind direction) horizontal rotation, along

with the limited extent of the updraft–downdraft regions, indicates that the roll is tilted at about 118 from the

horizontal. The temperature field shows warm air transported downward and cold air transported upward, as

expected at night.
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which would imply a tilt angle of approximately 158. We

interpret these to be two legs of a hairpin vortex and thus

would be the second study [after Hutchins et al. (2012),

using a similar instrument array] to have observed them

in atmospheric flows. As described by Adrian (2007),

hairpin, or horseshoe, vortices start as spanwise vortex

filaments. The middle portion of the filament (the

‘‘head’’) is lifted by a local updraft into higher-velocity

fluid that stretches the vortex in the streamwise direction.

After presenting nighttime cases with rotation axes in

the vertical and along-wind directions, our final case is a

crosswind-oriented nearly horizontal roll (Fig. 16). The

axis of rotation was at nearly the height of the bottom

rake, so the horizontal flow shows mostly crosswind

shear and little rotation. It appears that this roll was

about 6m in diameter and tilted at about 128 from hor-

izontal, as estimated both by how it was sampled by the

horizontal array and by its sampling by the vertical rake.

This roll does not exhibit the downturning of the edges

or horizontal rotation that would be characteristic of the

head of a hairpin vortex.

6. Limitations

To transform data from sensor rakes to horizontal

cross sections, our analysis necessarily has assumed that

the whirlwinds were sampled at one instant in time.

Thus, one obvious weakness of our data, for example, is

the inability to document the development stages of a

single whirlwind.

We were surprised to find a relatively small range of

whirlwind sizes. To some extent, the AHATS data are

biased by the sizes of the array. However the largest

array spanned 48m and sizes could have been estimated

for cases when only part of a whirlwind entered the

array. Thus, we should have been able to observe

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for a roll doublet at 0311 PDT 3Aug 2008. The vertical velocity has updraft–downdraft–

downdraft–updraft regions parallel to the mean wind direction, suggesting a pair of horizontal rolls. Red lines are

drawn to show their axes of rotation. Their finite extent as sampled by this horizontal cross section suggests that they

are tilted. The horizontal velocity shows counterrotation of these two rolls, consistent with the vertical velocity.

Also similar to Fig. 13, the temperature field shows a stretched-out region of descending warm air between two

ascending regions of cooler air. The pressure field appears to have pressure minima near each roll’s axis.
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whirlwinds at least 10 times larger than the 8-m median

diameter that was found.

This study has not shown any vertical profiles of

whirlwinds, despite the extensive discussion of tilt

characteristics by several earlier authors. As mentioned

above, the AHATS array did have a vertical rake sam-

pling from 0.4 to 8.7m high. This is not a large height

range for whirlwinds, though it could provide some in-

formation when a whirlwind passed through. However,

our primary detection method relied on the whirlwind

passing the pressure sensor in the middle of the bottom

rake, which was displaced horizontally by 10–28m from

the vertical rake; thus, it was not possible to sample the

vertical structure of the relatively small whirlwinds. Simi-

larly, sodar, radio acoustic sounding system (RASS) sodar,

and 915-MHz radar wind profilers were located about 200,

2800, and 4800m, respectively, from the tower array.Work

is ongoing to determine if theRASS sodar observed any of

these cases, though temporal averaging in processing the

sodar data will smear these events.

7. Conclusions

Vortices that likely were dust devils were sampled

during AHATS. It appears that these coherent vortices

FIG. 16. A slightly tilted crosswind-oriented horizontal roll at 0508 PDT 16 Jul 2008. For this case, measurements

were taken at z5 3.24m. Rotation is seen from the updraft–downdraft pair. Little rotation is seen in the horizontal

wind field. The temperature field shows a slight amount (on the order of 0.18C) of cooling in the updraft region.

FIG. 15. The roll doublet case shown in Fig. 14 visualized in

perspective with every sample from a sonic anemometer displayed

as a three-dimensional wind vector color-coded by its temperature.

Warm colors (yellow) indicate air temperatures higher than the

mean and cool colors (blue) lower than the mean. The six 10-m-high

towers supporting the bottom, top, and vertical rakes are shown

for scale.
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were quite common, since they were sampled by a sensor

array fixed in space. These vortices were never azimuthally

symmetric andmanyhadmultiple embeddedvorticeswithin

the region of maximum tangential wind—characteristics

that are shared with tornadoes and hurricanes.

However, some cases were encountered that exhibi-

ted dust-devil behavior but clearly did not fit the AMS

definition. Some cases had values of u* that probably

were not high enough to pick up dust. Whirlwinds were

observed in only moderately unstable conditions and

even in stable conditions, contrary to the results of

Kurgansky et al. (2011). To explain this behavior, we

have documented cases of whirlwinds associated with

convergence lines and regions of strong horizontal wind

shear, supporting recent LES modeling results (Kanak

2005; RF) that whirlwinds are maintained by conver-

gence, though their convergence regions were generated

by convection. Like these modeling studies, we cannot

comment on how rotation is initiated.

In stable conditions, nonvertically oriented vortices

were much more common and were observed in both

along- and crosswind orientations. One case of a pair of

nearly horizontal counterrotating vortices could be

explained as the legs of a hairpin vortex.

All of these structures were easily detected by looking

for sharp changes in static pressure—a detection crite-

rion also used by RF. Although fast-response and high-

resolution pressure transducers were used for this study,

many of the strong whirlwind cases could have been

observed by standard barometers with, say, 1-s data re-

porting and 0.1-mb resolution. We encourage other re-

searchers to examine their data for such events.
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